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Outline
• Motivation for ep/eA Deep Inelastic Scattering in TeV range

• LHeC and FCC-eh kinematics

• Example of simulations for eA in TeV range:

• Constraints on nuclear Parton Distribution Functions (nPDFs)

• Heavy Flavors

• Diffraction

• Radiation and hadronization in cold nuclear matter

More talks on LHeC at ICHEP2016:

Christian Schwanenberger , Top, EW and BSM physics at LHeC and FCC-he,  Aug. 4
Max Klein, Options for energy frontier electron-hadron scattering at CERN,  Aug. 5
Bruce Mellado Garcia, Higgs physics at the LHeC and FCC-he,  Aug. 6



Physics motivation for ep/eA in TeV range
• Details of parton structure of the nucleon (from ep,ed/eA), full unfolding of PDFs.  

Measurement of Generalized Parton Distribution functions and unintegrated PDFs.

• Mapping the gluon field down to very low x. Parton saturation physics.

• Heavy quarks, factorization, diffraction, electroweak processes.

• Properties of the  Higgs.  Precision studies, i.e. very good sensitivity to: H to bbar, H 
to WW coupling 

• Searches of new physics. Leptoquarks, excited leptons...

• Very precise measurement of the strong coupling constant. 

• Deep inelastic scattering off nuclei. Nuclear parton distributions. Pinning down the 
initial state for heavy ion collisions.

Conceptual Design Report, arXiv:1206.2913, J.Phys. G 39(2012) 075001
arXiv:1211.4831; arXiv:1211.5102,arXiv:1305.2090
Klein & Schopper, CERN Courier, June 2014
Newman & AS, Nature Physics 9 (2013) 448
See also website: lhec.web.cern.ch for recent presentations

Resources:

http://web.cern.ch
http://web.cern.ch


Nuclear physics in eA
complementarity to pA, AA at LHC

Precision measurement of the initial state. 

Nuclear structure functions.

Particle production in the early stages.  

Factorization eA/pA/AA.

Modification of the QCD radiation and hadronization in the nuclear medium. 



Future lepton-proton/ion collider proposals at CERN
Large Hadron Electron Collider (LHeC):  combining the hadron/ion beam from LHC with 

electrons accelerated in Energy Recovery Linac

Future Circular Collider-ep option (FCC-ep): DIS on hadron/ion beam from FCC



LHeC kinematics

Project:

eA collisions at the LHeC: 2. The Large Hadron-electron Collider. 8

●LHeC@CERN → ep/eA experiment using p/A from the LHC:
Ep=7 TeV, EA=(Z/A)Ep=2.75 TeV/nucleon for Pb.
● New e+/e- accelerator: Ecm∼1-2 TeV/nucleon (Ee=50-150 GeV).
● Requirements:
* Luminosity∼1033 cm-2s-1. 
* Acceptance: 1-179 degrees
(low-x ep/eA).
* Tracking to 1 mrad.
* EMCAL calibration to 0.l %.
* HCAL calibration to 0.5 %.
* Luminosity determination 
to 1 %.
* Compatible with LHC
operation.
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eA collisions at the LHeC: 2. The Large Hadron-electron Collider. 10

e-injector

BYPASS

Preliminary; Fitterer@DIS11

eA: Len∼1032 cm-2s-1.

EA = 2.75 TeV/nucleon

p
s ' 1� 2 TeV

Ep = 7 TeV
LHeC ep/eA collisions

New physics on 
scales ~10-19 m 
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•  High mass (Meq,  
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•  EW & Higgs 

•  Q2 lever-arm  
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high x " PDFs 

•  Low x frontier 
" novel QCD …  
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Ee = 60(50)� 140 GeV

FCC-eh
Ep = 50 TeV, EA = 19.7 TeV/nucleon



Nuclear shadowing 2

1. Introduction

The fact that nuclear structure functions in nuclei are different from the superposition

of those of their constituents nucleons is a well known phenomenon since the early

seventies, see references in the reviews [1, 2]. For example, for F2 the nuclear ratio is
defined as the nuclear structure function per nucleon divided by the nucleon structure

function,

RA
F2

(x, Q2) =
F A

2 (x, Q2)

A F nucleon
2 (x, Q2)

. (1)

Here‡, A is the nuclear mass number (number of nucleons in the nucleus). The variables
x and Q2 are defined as usually in leptoproduction or deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

experiments: in the scattering of a lepton with four-momentum k on a nucleus with four-

momentum Ap mediated by photon exchange (the dominant process at Q2 ! m2
Z0 , m2

W

where most nuclear data exist),

l(k) + A(Ap) −→ l(k′) + X(Ap′),

q = k − k′, W 2 = (q + p)2, x =
−q2

2p · q
=

−q2

W 2 − q2 − m2
nucleon

, (2)

see Fig. 1. The variable x has the meaning of the momentum fraction of the nucleon in
the nucleus carried by the parton with which the photon has interacted. Q2 = −q2 > 0

represents the squared inverse resolution of the photon as a probe of the nuclear content.

And W 2 is the center-of-mass-system energy of the virtual photon-nucleon collision

(lepton masses have been neglected and mnucleon is the nucleon mass), see e.g. [3] for full

explanations. The nucleon structure function is usually defined through measurements

on deuterium, F nucleon
2 = F deuterium

2 /2, assuming nuclear effects in deuterium to be
negligible.

The behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2 is shown

schematically in Fig. 2. It can be divided into four regions§:

• RA
F2

> 1 for x ! 0.8: the Fermi motion region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8: the EMC region (EMC stands for European

Muon Collaboration).

• RA
F2

> 1 for 0.1 " x " 0.25 ÷ 0.3: the antishadowing region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for x " 0.1: the shadowing region.

This review will be focused in the small x region i.e. that of shadowing, see [1, 2]

for discussions on the other regions‖. The most recent experimental data [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

‡ Sometimes the ratio of nuclear ratios is used e.g. R(A/B) = RA
F2

/RB
F2

.
§ Note that the deviation of the nuclear F2-ratios from one in all four regions of x, is sometimes referred
to as the EMC effect. I use this notation only for the depletion observed for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8.
‖ The region of Fermi motion is explained by the Fermi motion of the nucleons. For the EMC region
there exist several explanations: nuclear binding, pion exchange, a change in the nucleon radius,. . . The
antishadowing region is usually discussed as coming from the application of sum rules for momentum,
baryon number,. . .
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Figure 1. Diagram of leptoproduction on a nucleus through virtual photon exchange.
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Figure 2. Schematic behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2.

(see [1, 2, 10, 11, 12] for previous experimental results), confined to a limited region of
not very low x and small or moderate Q2 (and with a strong kinematical correlation

between small x and small Q2, see Fig. 3), indicate that: i) shadowing increases with

decreasing x, though at the smallest available values of x the behaviour is compatible

with either a saturation or a mild decrease [8]; ii) shadowing increases with the mass

number of the nucleus [6]; and iii) shadowing decreases with increasing Q2 [7]. On

the other hand, the existing experimental data do not allow a determination of the
dependence of shadowing on the centrality of the collision.

In the region of small x, partonic distributions are dominated by sea quarks and

gluons. Thus isospin effects, partially corrected in practice by the use of deuterium as

Schematic picture

• Fermi motion

• EMC region

• Antishadowing region

• Shadowing region

x � 0.8

0.25� 0.3  x  0.8

0.1  x  0.25� 0.3

x  0.1

High energy

���e Nuclear structure
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Figure 1.9: Ratio of parton densities in a bound proton in Pb over those in a free proton, for
valence u (left), ū (middle) and g (right), at Q2 = 1.69 (top) and 100 (bottom) GeV2. Results
from [72] (nDS, black dashed), [73] (HKN07, green solid), [74] (EPS09, red dotted) and [77]
(FGS10, blue dashed-dotted; in this case the lowest Q2 is 4 GeV2 and two lines are drawn
reflecting the uncertainty in the predictions) are shown. The red band indicates in each case
the uncertainties in the EPS09 analysis [74].

Large uncertainty at small values of x especially in the gluon  and sea quark sector
Translate into uncertainties in the evaluation of benchmarking for variety of processes at LHC 

and disentangling the effects of initial state from quark - gluon plasma in AA

F

A
2,L(x,Q

2) = Ci(↵s;x, Q

2
/µ

2)⌦ xf

A
i (x, µ

2)

Uncertainties of the parton distribution in nuclei

Collinear factorization in DIS:
nPDFs:

7

Yellow Report on 
Hard Probes, 2004

● Lack of data ⇒ models give vastly different 

results for the nuclear glues at small scales 
and x: problem for benchmarking in HIC.

● Available DGLAP 
analysis at NLO 
show large 
uncertainties at small 
scales and x.
● eA colliders not 
available before ∼ 
2020: EIC,LHeC?
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NLO analysis

Inclusive J/ψ

Nuclear parton distributions: uncertainty���e



Much more flexible initial condition.

Results in larger spread at low x. 

There are no data at low x so the uncertainty reflects lack of constraints.

���e New analysis of nPDFs with simulated 
data from LHeC 



LHeC simulated data are in the region where large 
uncertainties exist.

���e New analysis of nPDFs with simulated 
data from LHeC 



Uncertainties shrink substantially after including LHeC 
simulated data in the fit!

���e New analysis of nPDFs with simulated 
data from LHeC 



nPDFs after including LHeC constraints
Substantial constraint on the sea and gluon nPDFs from the 

LHeC simulated data.

���e



Heavy flavors: LHeC simulation

Possibility of precision measurements of heavy flavors in eA DIS at LHeC.

���e



Heavy flavors: LHeC simulation

Extraction of strange quark distribution in eA through CC interaction.

���e



Diffraction in eA���e

coherent incoherent

Diffraction: event in hadronic collisions characterized by the large rapidity gap, void of any activity

From theoretical perspective: requires exchange of colorless object in the t-channel

Diffraction on nuclei: possible coherent (nucleus stays intact) or incoherent (nucleus breaks but 
still rapidity gap present)



Exclusive diffraction
• Exclusive diffractive production of VM is an 

excellent process for extracting the dipole 
amplitude and GPDs

• Suitable process for estimating the ‘blackness’ of 
the interaction.

• t-dependence provides an information about the 
impact parameter profile of the amplitude.

Additional variable t gives access 
to impact parameter (b) 
dependent amplitudes 

Large t (small b) probes densest 
packed part of proton? 
c.f. inclusive scattering probes median 
b~2-3 GeV-1 

e.g. “b-Sat” Dipole model [Golec-Biernat, Wuesthoff, 

Bartels, Teaney, Kowalski, Motyka, Watt] … 
“eikonalised”: with impact-parameter 

   dependent saturation  
“1 Pomeron”: non-saturating 

•  Significant non-linear  
effects expected  
even for t-integrated  
cross section in LHeC  
kinematic range. 
•  Data shown are  
extrapolations of  
HERA power law fit  
for Ee = 150 GeV… 
    " Satn smoking gun? 

[Watt] 

[2 years in low x configuration] 
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Figure 2.59: (a) The (imaginary part of the) dipole scattering amplitude, N (x, r, b), as a func-
tion of the impact parameter b, for r = 1 GeV�1 (typical for exclusive J/⌅ photoproduction)
and di⇥erent x values. (b) The (r-integrated) amplitude for exclusive J/⌅ photoproduction as
a function of b, for W = 300 GeV and |t| = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 GeV2.

can clearly distinguish between the di⇥erent models. The di⇥erences are of course amplified
for larger t and large energies, where however the precise extraction of the t slope will be more
challenging.

Summarizing, it is clear that the precise measurements of large-|t| exclusive J/⌅ photopro-
duction at the LHeC would have significant sensitivity to unitarity e⇥ects.

Di�ractive Vector Meson Production from Nuclei This is still needed I think!!! PRN
Similar studies of elastic J/⌅ photoproduction in LHeC eA collisions have been proposed

as a direct means of extracting the nuclear gluon density [?].

DVCS and GPDs

Current DVCS Perspectives Text from Christian Weiss
Exclusive processes such as electroproduction of vector mesons and photons, �⇥N ⇥ V +N(V =
⇥0,⇤, �), or photoproduction of heavy quarkonia, �N ⇥ V + N(V = J/⌅, �), provide informa-
tion on nucleon structure and small-x dynamics complementary to that obtained in inclusive
or di⇥ractive measurements [128]. At su⌅ciently large Q2 the meson/photon is produced in
a configuration of transverse size much smaller than the typical hadronic size, r⇤ � Rhadron,
whose interaction with the target can be described using perturbative QCD [203]. A QCD
factorization theorem [204] states that the exclusive amplitudes in this regime can be factorized
into a pQCD scattering process and certain universal process-independent functions describ-
ing the emission and absorption of the active partons by the target, the generalized parton
distributions (or GPDs).

77

Large momentum transfer t probes small impact parameter 
where the density of interaction region is most dense. 

���e



Possibility of using the same principle to learn about the gluon distribution in the nucleus. 
Possible nuclear resonances at small t?

t-dependence: characteristic dips.
Challenges: need to distinguish between coherent and 

incoherent diffraction. Need dedicated instrumentation, zero 
degree calorimeter.

Energy dependence for 
different targets.

���e Exclusive diffraction on nuclei



20

● Low energy: hadronization 
inside → formation time, (pre-)
hadronic absorption,...

● LHeC: dynamics of QCD radiation and hadronization.
● Most relevant for particle production off nuclei and for QGP 
analysis in HIC.

Radiation and hadronization:

∼ ratio of FFs A/p
● High energy: partonic evolution 
altered in the nuclear medium.

Physics at low xBj and in eA: 2. Highlights.
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Radiation and Hadronization���e

Low energy: hadronization inside High energy: partonic evolution 
altered in nuclear medium

• LHeC can provide information on radiation and hadronization.

• Large lever arm in energy allows probing different timescales: parton radiation, 
pre-hadron formation, hadron. 

• Different stages can happen inside or outside nuclear matter depending on the 
energy of the parton.

• Important for heavy ion collisions .



Radiation and Hadronization���e

Ne number of scattered electrons at given photon energy and Q

Ratio becomes sensitive to ratio of fragmentation functions in nucleus and proton

z = Eh/⌫

Ratio is close to one for large energies as energy losses are becoming smaller.

Suppression larger for larger z due to steepness of the fragmentation function.

Formation time effects are non-negligible only at smallest energies.



Summary���e

http://lhec.web.cern.ch

• LHeC/FCC-ep has an unprecedented potential as a high luminosity, high energy 
DIS machine. Offering a unique window for small x physics and high parton 
density regime.

• eA at high energy essential to untangle the complex nuclear structure at low x 
and constrain the initial conditions for AA at the LHC.  Complementary to pp/
pA/AA.

• Precision measurements of nuclear pdfs, heavy flavor in nuclei.

• Inclusive diffraction, factorization, ratio of diffractive to total and transition to 
dense regime.

• Exclusive diffraction, impact parameter dependence, precise tomography of 
nucleus.

• Hadronization and fragmentation in medium, testing interplay of timescales, 
important for heavy ion collisions.
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